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There are another 660 Cecils
being shot each year but some
argue controlled hunting of
African wildlife is the solution,
not the problem, writes
Anthony Ham.

L

ast July an American dentist named
Walter Palmer shot
dead Cecil the lion
with a crossbow. Palmer was on a hunting expedition in

Zimbabwe.
It was not the ﬁrst time a lion
would be shot in Africa – 5587 lion
trophies were imported into the
United States alone between 2005
and 2014, 411 of them from Zimbabwe. Nor would it be the last: hunting lions remains legal in several
African countries.
Or as Dereck Joubert, awardwinning documentary ﬁlmmaker
for National Geographic puts it,
‘‘there are 660 Cecils being shot
each year’’. But Cecil’s death
sparked global outrage.
Perhaps it was because Cecil had
a pronounceable name that appealed to Western audiences. Or
maybe the world cared because
Cecil, a splendid, full-maned lion,
was already something of a minor
celebrity – he had fathered numerous cubs in Hwange National Park,
he was a particular favourite of
safari visitors to the park and he
wore a radio collar that helped scientists to learn more about a species increasingly in peril.
Whatever the reason, by year’s
end more than 1.13 million people
worldwide had signed an online petition calling for hunting to be banned in Zimbabwe.
At the time, it seemed like a
clear-cut case of good versus evil.
And yet, however distasteful the
whole episode – as Joubert told The
Age, ‘‘it takes a special kind of person to go out and appreciate the
wild and a species and then blast
its brains out’’ – it’s far more complicated than that.
When news of the story broke,
Zimbabwe’s government denounced Palmer as ‘‘a foreign
poacher’’ who had broken the
country’s laws. Three months later,
when the story was no longer frontpage news, Zimbabwe announced
that the hunt had actually been
legal and shelved plans to seek Palmer’s extradition and legal action
against the hunting operator.
Then there’s the fact that those
protesting at Cecil’s death were
overwhelmingly white and Western. In Africa itself, the hashtag
#WeDon’tCryforLions began
trending on Twitter in response to
a New York Times opinion article by
Zimbabwean writer Goodwell
Nzou. In his village, Nzou wrote:
‘‘No lion has ever been beloved, or
granted an affectionate nickname.
They are objects of terror.’’
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So, is there a legitimate argument that allowing wealthy white
sports hunters to shoot African
wildlife is an effective way to save
lions from extinction?
Lions are in trouble. Perhaps
there were 1 million wild lions in
Africa in the late 19th century, but
the truth is that no one really
knows. Scientists suspect, with far
greater certainty, that fewer than
20,000 lions now survive in the
wild. If lions were humans, Traralgon or Wangaratta would be all
that remains.
Some lions inhabit protected
strongholds such as the Serengeti
in Tanzania, the Okavango Delta in
Botswana or South Africa’s Kruger
National Park. Most, however, live
in smaller reserves surrounded by
burgeoning human populations
that encroach more each year onto
wild places. In countries where
governments struggle to even feed
their own people, there is insufﬁcient money to maintain protected
areas, let alone to meaningfully ad-

Hunting
the
hunters

‘Perhaps five to 10
times as many
lions die from
retaliatory killing
and snaring than
from legal hunting
each year.’
Luke Hunter, Panthera
president
dress the causes of lion-human
conﬂict. Within such a context, one
answer has been for wildlife to pay
its own way.
Tourism, the traditional answer,
however, can be problematic. It is a
ﬁckle business: an outbreak of
Ebola in Sierra Leone and Liberia
can scare tourists away from a safari across the continent in
Tanzania or Botswana.
Safari tourism, conventional
wisdom says, also only works
where abundant wildlife, extensive
infrastructure and picturesque
landscapes can be guaranteed.
The theory is that sport or
trophy hunting can make use of
land that’s not appropriate for photographic tourism.
In Tanzania, for example, a
country that may be home to half of
Africa’s wild lions, hunting blocks
account for 75 per cent of the country’s protected areas.
The world’s foremost lion expert
and author of Lions in the Balance –
Man-Eaters, Manes, and Men with

A photo from website Trophy Hunter
America shows Walter Palmer with a
79-kilogram Leopard killed in Zimbabwe.
Above right: Palmer (left) poses with the
corpse of Cecil the lion.

Guns, Dr Craig Packer, says that
‘‘80 per cent of the lions left in the
world are in the hunters’ hands’’.
When carefully regulated, hunting is restricted to older males who
are past their reproductive best,

thereby minimising the impact
upon lion society of their deaths.
Hunting also provides muchneeded revenue for governments
and local communities.
Walter Palmer paid a reported

$US50,000 for his permit. In 2015,
an American hunter paid
$US350,000 at auction for permission to shoot a black rhino in Namibia. By one estimate, trophy
hunting brings in annual revenues

